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  “It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set brush fires in 
people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams  

Town Crier Committee Report       Vol. 11 No 03                                                                                                    

The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies          

 

December 5, 2021 

Critical Race Theory Corrupting UNF 
By Calvin Johnson 

This is a response to the recent editorial by Professor Parvez Ahmed titled, "Critical 

Race Theory propaganda continues." [Parvez Ahmed is a Professor at the University of 

North Florida Ed] Our country is divided today and unfortunately Ahmed is 

contributing to this division. It is very simple Ahmed and others like him, including 

many media outlets are promoting the narrative of victimization when they should be 

promoting a narrative of being over-comers through personal responsibility. We as a 

nation can either dwell on the negatives of the past that can paralyze us, breed 

hopelessness and excuse poor behavior, or we can move forward and take 

responsibility, by learning from the past and by making good moral decisions that 

Johnson Photo                       benefits all.   

Professor Ahmed brings up elements of the truth but cannot look past skin color, and past sins in order to 

explain the inequities that many minorities may be experiencing, economically and socially. He also brings up 

perceived discrimination against Muslims and discrimination directed at him when he was nominated to the 

local human rights commission. It is a shame that Ahmed does not put the importance of character and 

personal responsibility first, before he makes judgements about people and their grievances.  

First, Ahmed is correct that CRT is not an official part of the curriculum in schools; however people can see the 

handwriting on the wall and see that it is coming and is weaving its way into schools, if it is not headed off at 

the pass. CRT is basically a movement that is racist and creates a culture of victimization that tears down and 

divides society through guilt, jealousy and unforgiveness and produces nothing more than hopelessness to 

improve one's situation.  

Second, Ahmed is disturbed as to the fact that there have been some anti-Sharia laws passed throughout the 

nation. The facts are that Sharia laws violate the Constitution and the freedoms we all enjoy, and moderate 
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Muslims, who may not want to live under the oppressive Sharia laws, should not be forced to. Just like CRT, 

Americans can see that the implementation of Sharia laws should be headed off at the pass.   

Third, Ahmed seems to conclude that the wealth disparity that Black Americans are experiencing is due to 

systemic and structural problems in this country, meaning racism. It is important to understand how character 

and personal responsibility enter into the equation of how cultures either thrive or struggle which evidently 

seems to elude Professor Ahmed. It is interesting to look back into history of the Black man in America. 

Starting after the Civil War, slaves were granted their freedom but unfortunately because of the Pre-Civil War 

laws in the South, a majority of these former slaves were illiterate, owned nothing, and their family structure 

was in disarray. However, in just one generation, at the turn of the twentieth century, over half of the Black 

community could read and write. Also, many Black owned businesses were created in spite of Jim Crow laws 

that limited their opportunities. The reason for this is because, out of necessity, Black Americans developed 

strong family units in order to survive and support one another. That being the case they also built a structure 

of Churches, schools and Black colleges that helped to meet their spiritual and educational needs. After a few 

more decades the Black family statistically surpassed White families as far as children born into two parent 

homes. It is remarkable that a culture of people who had so little and had so many strikes against them were 

able to advance so rapidly, is a testimony to their resolve, their work ethic and their commitment to Godly 

principles. Unfortunately, what has hindered the Black community as a whole from further closing the wealth 

gap with other races in America is because of the good intentions of government, better known as LBJ's Great 

Society which was to help Black Americans close the wealth gap. These policies actually undermined the 

culture of hard work, family values and moral responsibility and created a culture of government dependence, 

and sexual immorality which caused an explosion in illegitimate births. Today out of wedlock births hover 

around 75 per cent in the Black community compared to 20 per cent at the turn of the twentieth century. 

Single parent homes are a recipe for poverty and crime which of course is the main reason that the Black 

community as a whole, lags behind in building wealth, compared to other races.   

Finally, Ahmed complains about being discriminated against when he was nominated to the local human rights 

commission because he was a Muslim. The facts are that Ahmed was a former chairman of the Council on 

American Islamic Relations and that council had a lousy record on human rights. So, it was not discrimination 

that Ahmed faced but being held accountable for his stand and actions on human rights, not exactly a bell 

ringer for him being on the local human rights commission.  

So, the bottom line is, if this country is to be brought together, where suffering is reduced, we have to stop 

playing the victim and race cards. We also have to start taking responsibility for our actions and promote a 

philosophy of being over-comers and not victims.  

 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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  December 8, 2021 

Christmas 

Parade 

Returns 
Biden’s Covid Mandates 

Rejected by The Public 
                                                                                                          TCCR Staff Photos 

On December 4, 2021, St. Augustine, 

Florida began its Christmas 

celebration with the restoration of 

the annual Christmas Parade. It was 

the 66th such event. It would have 

been the 67th had city officials not 

canceled the Christmas Parade in 

2020, as city officials and their 

employees were mesmerized by Tony Fauci, the highest-paid 

‘Deep State’ official in the federal government. This incompetent 

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) stooge projected the CDC’s real 

agenda of sowing the seeds of isolation and fear. Politicians and 

government officials at all levels like playing this game; it gives 

them power. But the people are not buying it. According to St. 

Augustine Tea Party (SATP) Chairman, Shawn Morrison, he 

observed only four masks out of the thousands of the parade 

attendees. Needless to say, it was a mask free environment with 

no social distancing. This is significant because many of the people 
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present were from northern ‘Blue States’. It is clear that they enjoyed the freedom of what, perhaps, is the 

freest state in the Union, the Free State of Florida. 

Tea Party: An annual Participant in Christmas Parade 

The SATP has participated in every 

Christmas parade held since its beginning in 

2010. In recent years, the Tea Party’s entry 

has been a 38 foot float that is a replica of 

the ship, Dartmouth. The Dartmouth was 

one of three ships from which tea was 

thrown into Boston Harbor, by the ‘Sons of 

Liberty’, in 1775. On board the Dartmouth 

on December 4th were patriots, who 

included Johnny Coe Counts, a grassroots 

candidate for St. John’s County 

Commissioner’s seat, District 2. Also, on 

board was Douglas Russo, who is running for 

a seat on the St. Johns County School Board.  
TCCR Staff Photos 
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Tensions between law enforcement and grassroots patriots have arisen over the last several years. This is a 

result of law enforcement defending ‘Black Lives Matter’ and other Communist organizations, rather than 

Patriotic American citizens. Illustrative of the tension was an exchange between the SATP Chairman, Shawn 

Morrison and former SAPD, Chief Barry Fox during the Christmas Parade. During Fox’s tenure as chief, there 

were several false arrests and the brutal shooting of a 29-year-old patriot, Dustin Acosta. Fox was relieved 

from duty in the SAPD. Fox was clearly disturbed at the site of Tea Party Chairman Morrison, who has a record 

of exercising First Amendment rights. However, in spite of this encounter, participants on board the 

Dartmouth report substantial support and excitement at the sight of people standing tall. 

Long-standing former SATP Chairman, Lance Thate, has been in every parade that the SATP has participated 

in. He reports that this parade had a tension not seen before at Christmas Parades. In the past, the 

controversy was whether ‘Merry Christmas’ was appropriate as opposed to ‘Happy Holidays’. Today the CCP 

Covid virus has changed everything. Patriots suggest that the pandemic hoax has permitted an election to be 

stolen and permitted, nothing shy of, a Coup d’état on January 20, 2021, as government buildings were fenced 

off with concertina wire and secured with troops and an illegal President seated in the captive capital. Patriots 

wonder if the cultural Cold War which is now raging will soon become a Hot War. 

Christmas Spirit not Lost    
While the political overtones damped the Christmas spirit for some, the children found Christmas joy in 

breathing free clean air without concerns of social distancing and all the nonsense that the Communist Left 

imposes on them. Christmas has always been about the children and the children, on December 4, 2021, in St. 

Augustine Florida had a joyous Christmas experience. The Spirit lives. Home Schooled patriot children 

distributed 1000 candy canes to the children along the Parade route as their Patriot parents stood tall on and 

about the modern day Dartmouth.                                                                                                                                                                                                     
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December 11, 2021 

Our Darkest Hours 
By Robert J. Firth 

The uber-rich, who hold us in distain and actually hate us, have always 

known the virus was phony (because they created it) and, they knew the vax 

wasn't a vax again, because they created that as well! The vax doesn't work 

to prevent disease because it was never supposed to. What it does do is 

degrade the human immune system so the sea of opportunistic contagions 

surrounding humanity will eventually finish them off. It makes their body 

magnetic, causes lethal blood clots and kills many in days or weeks. Many 

real experts (scientists and physicians) say that it will eventually kill all in 24 

to 36 months. The grapheme oxide, spike proteins, and nanosensors in the 

juice are highly dangerous. Once the 5G antennas are switched on, we'll see 

just how.   

This evil insanity started a la (the Georgia guide stones, UN papers on 

sustainability, comments of Claus Schwab, Gates et al regarding de-

population) a long time ago on a test basis to see what they could get away 

with. For example; 1) HIV Aids, 2) Legionnaires' disease, 3) Noroviruses, 4) 

SARS, 5) Bird Flu, 6) MERS,  7) Ebola, 8) Zika and  now, 9) covid-19-sars2. Do you                                      Firth Photo 

really believe that any of them are just Mother Nature playing tricks on us?  

 The idea was (and is) to use government and the media to terrify the sheeple into actually believing that a 

invisible viral contagion emerged (originated) from Chinese Pangolins (anteaters) or even bats, murdered by 

starving chinks to make Pangolin or bat Chop Suey who, as we know, will eat anything that moves, including a 

lot that doesn't. The story the Feds and media was ordered to peddle was that the diseased carcass's of these 

poor small beasts were hung in a wet market (along with dead bats, 1000 year old ducks, 500 year old eggs, 

tiger balls and some powered rhino horn) where the evil contagion (the dreaded corona Covid 19-sars 2 virus) 

somehow jumped the animal human blood barrier into a million Chinese shoppers who were innocently 

buying delicious bits of the poor dead and infected critters and later, with raging fevers, immediately jumped 

on waiting transports, flew to America and infected us all.  

 Later, of course, we found out what really happened. Ole Doc Flip-flop Fauci, beginning back in 2000, was 

financing the commie Chink bastards to create a relatively mild, cold-like virus they planned to spread around 

the world screaming "PANDEMIC!" Then later, working with American Big Pharma, they would deliver this 

magic vaccine that would kill any foolish enough or frightened enough to take it.  
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 To make this work, to sufficiently terrify the sheeple, the definition of "PANDEMIC," which they have been 

screaming bloody murder 24/7, had to be changed. In 2009, the WHO, under Gates and China, changed it to 

read that a pandemic was now just a wide-spread infectious disease. Before that, it had included the words "a 

pandemic has to kill at least 10% of the infected. That bit they left off! Look it up! 

  

The sheep had to (must be made to by any and all means) take the "juice" (vax) and then, over and over, they 

must go for booster after booster to fight the "terribly dangerous" (don't you know) endless variants. (How 

many, how many letters are in the Greek alphabet?) Of course, many millions of the less intelligent and 

terrified sheeple indeed did go for it. They must be forced to even murder their small children and, as the 

good Doctor Fauci said, we must even inject newborns. All must take the juice and die.  

 Big Pharma, Big Tech, the CCP, Klaus Schwab and the Davos bunch the UN, WHO, Gates and Soros et al 

(globalists all) were, and still are, behind de-population from the very beginning. The manufacturers are 

pocketing billions from governments who are paying  

 (With printed taxpayer guaranteed paper dollars) for each bottle! Of course, Big Pharma showed their eternal 

gratitude, as they always do, by kicking back half of their billions to the politicians who obediently push the 

mandates. Hospitals and physicians were forced and bribed to label all deaths as "Covid," they did- and still 

do!    

 At this point, there was still a big fly in the ointment. Donald J. Trump. Trump had Chairman Xi's number and 

was cutting off the gift, forcing the evil chinkeroos to pay huge penalty tariffs for their evil transgressions and 

trade violations. Trump had to go! The demoRATS also hated him. He represented the common man and 

wanted to make America great again. He drove fear and caution into our enemies, reduced taxes, and lowered 

prices, made the country energy independent, increased employment, especially among minorities. The 

underclass, all reliable democratic voters, might actually switch parties. The Marxists, socialists and 

progressives, (mostly all confirmed atheists) representing the majority of Democratic Party, feared and 

detested him for that. They conspired with China and others to rig and steal the election using vulnerable 

(hack able) computer machines and millions of phony mail-in ballots.  

It worked. The demented Biden, on paper, got 81 million mostly phony votes which, with Trumps 75 million 

legitimate votes, were far more than all registered voters in the entire country. So what? Biden won and that's 

the end of it! Let's get on with ripping off and destroying the country while we juice and murder half or more 

of all Americans. The RHINO republicans, the demoRATS with their obedient WOKE servants, the fake news 

jumped on it screaming that "BIDEN WON" from the rooftops and you have to take the magic poison. Anyone 

saying different was (is) an enemy of the state! Jack Dopey kicked them off Twitter; Zukav banned them from 

FB for life!  

 None the less, about 100 million loyal patriotic Americans knew immediately that the rigged election was a 

massive fraud and the greatest crime in world history. They didn't and don't care about being labeled 
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"enemies of the state!" The country was, on that day, divided never again to unite- that day, and at that 

moment, sounded the death knell of the "UNITED" STATES OF AMERICA!  

 Immediately, the evil demoRATS, under the fully demented Biden puppet and his body doubles, began the 

great destruction of the country. Borders were thrown open and millions of scum and drugs flowed in 

unimpeded. Massive inflation followed. Unlimited printing of increasingly worthless paper money further 

devalued the dollar. By December 2021, about 30% of all currency in circulation represented neither labor nor 

profit- just paper. Real inflation, (actually a crippling and cruel tax) was topping ten percent!   

 Back to driving fear into the least intelligent and naive: Because six global companies own 100% of the world's 

media, getting all the air time they want is easy-peasy! The money, used as bribes to purchase compliance, 

was and is unlimited. Tedros, the crooked Ethiopian politician (who is not a doctor of medicine) heads the 

compromised WHO and half of all American politicians with hundreds of corporations took millions from China 

and are today bought and paid for puppets. Biden and his crime family are owned by Chairman XI who 

ordered the disgraceful, tragic and costly exit from Afghanistan. 

 During this dark time, the blacks, with their ridiculous BLM and Antifa goons, were (and still are) happily 

burning, looting and murdering each other, cops and others. The idiots painted streets and persuaded WOKE 

elected and corporate fools to give them money and tear down statues. Schools closed, kids suicide and 

education ceased. States and cities ruled by demented Dems mandated that everyone take the poison juice, 

wear masks, stay home close their business and never ever go to church. Police were ordered to enforce these 

illegal mandates. In some cities today, to enter a public business or building you have to prove you're one of 

the "walking dead," meaning show your "yellow star" indicating you've been fully juiced!  

Could it possibly get worse? Unfortunately yes! Emerging from the social insanity we saw (and see) mothers 

(all single) drugging their little boys to turn them into little girls. Schools are found to be preaching racial 

hatred along with love and acceptance Islam and of course, freaks and sexual perverts. Math and science have 

been determined to be raciest (since blacks seem unable to grasp these subjects) and are no longer to be 

taught. Men are now toxic but, wonder of wonders, they can now become pregnant! People can choose their 

pronouns. (Whatever the hell that means?) Boys, who claim they're actually girls compete in girls sports and 

wander into their locker and bathrooms at will- and even raping a few. How sick and how bad can it get? 

 How bad? Maybe, as far as pure evil goes, the worst! I'm sure you know the many stories about the 

thousands of captive children being preyed upon by pedophiles, murderers and monsters. Adrenochrome for 

example, what is it? As we learned, adrenochrome is a chemical compound produced by the oxidation of 

adrenaline extracted from the spines of children which the elite believe helps stave off the effects of aging. 

Does it, probably not, Are little kids tortured and is adrenaline extracted from them? I have no idea but I know 

that somewhere kids are trafficked, raped and even murdered and Adrenochrome is real - so decide for 

yourself.  

 As a gruesome sidebar you can absolutely believe that once the little kiddies are dead, their kidneys, eyes, 

hearts and other organs and parts are cut out and sold into the worldwide markets. The CCP, in fact, 
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advertises human organs, harvesting them from their many millions of prisoners and anyone else they catch. 

Sadly, and regretfully, such isn't a made-up tale- it's true. 

The members of the over-world are committed followers (devotees) of Satan and are profoundly evil. The 

Chinese communists, who are also deeply involved in every area of evil, are, by contrast, not in the least 

satanic. They instead are soulless atheists possessing not a spiritual bone in their yellow bodies. The 

communist believes only in the party. He believes in no god or devil. For him there is no reward or punishment 

after death. For him there is only the 'here and now' and what the collective wants. He is more like an ant than 

an individual. There is no right and no wrong, no good and no bad. Any means to the end, if desirable, is 

always justified! Machiavelli's THE PRINCE, written in 1513, well describes the modern Chinese communist.  

 Our, not so friendly Chinese commie is then totally amoral, absent a spiritual bone in his body. He sees 

absolutely nothing wrong with cloning humans and raising them to make soldiers or murdering and 

imprisoning a few million of his own citizens or anyone else if they stand in his way. For the Chinese 

communist, the property or territory of others can and will be taken when and if the collective can and want 

it. They did it in Hong Kong and across the world. For him, it's only a matter of; can he get away with it or not? 

Obviously, they are dangerous.      

There's a marked difference between the CCP and the elite over-world who are, in the main and in their way, 

not atheists. For them, it's just a question of who, or rather what; they posit as the entity wherein lies their 

theistic belief. They are, in fact, "spiritual beings" believing, like Heinrich Himmler, deeply in the occult and 

worshiping their master of darkness, the devil, to whom they have sold their eternal soul. Since Satan 

condones and rewards evil, they have no reservations participating in or commissioning evil acts. Since they 

own and control 99% of the world businesses and wealth and always have, they can and do more or less 

exactly as they please. Nothing holds them back, or so they believe.   

 Satan doesn't promise anything but worldly fame and fortune. The Church of Satan does not have a list of 

commandments telling its believers how to act toward others to have a peaceful, decent and honest life. He 

(Satan) says only, "if you follow me and disavows Jesus Christ, I guarantee you great prosperity and all your 

earthly wishes shall be granted. My payment is that when you pass, your soul belongs to me. There is no 

chance of rebirth as Jesus promises and there is no eternal life. Once your time on earth is finished you're 

mine." Amazing how many are willing to trade a few years of earthly pleasure for an eternity in hell. No 

wonder they're happy to kill little kids to live a little longer. They have NOTHING to look forward to!  

 So, do the world's elite participate in hideous satanic practices? Probably yes, some do. The passenger 

manifest on Epstein's aircraft has the names of a lot of them. Clinton went 26 times and Hillary too. Bill Gates 

and a member of the British Royal Family, Prince Andrew  

Was chummy with ole Epstein and "loved" the little girls. The story is that the FBI found children's skeletons in 

the waters around the island. Did Ole Billy boy cook a few kiddies for a midnight snack?  
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 Are Children chained in tunnels under the Vatican? I really don't know. Do you? Did the British queen murder 

ten little Indian boys in Canada? Some say she did! Do some Hollywood actors drink body fluids from 

murdered children and are some members of the Church of Satan which positively exists? Look it up for 

yourselves and decide. Are thousands of humans living today in slavery? Most certainly! Many thousands are 

today imprisoned in every country as sex slaves and worse- far worse! Slavery and barbaric cruelty has existed 

as long as mankind. It's always hidden and, with the hundreds of thousands of children being released into 

America by the illegal Biden administration, I guarantee many have wound up enslaved and worse. 

  

In this war, the new Nazis (over-world and China) have traded in their bombs, bullets and bayonets for bio-

weapons and needles. Their intention is (was) to beat the fear drum until everyone is jabbed, dead and 

replaced with androids and maybe few complacent, brain-dead trans-humans. The desperation they're 

showing today is due to the survival and non-compliance of many millions of the more intelligent who, early 

on, figured out the vax is a kill shot, the virus is bullshit and that the elites, the feds and the lying fake media 

are humanities most sincere enemies!  

 Unfortunately, in case you were wondering and perhaps hoping, I have to tell you, there are No white hats, 

No Q, and No secret army of patriots coming to save America and humanity, No help! How far will the over-

world and their Chinese pals go to destroy us all? Unlimited! They have murdered hundreds, maybe thousands 

threatening to expose their plot and are bent on murdering billions more with their evil vax.  

 There is however, some good news! Today, "the proverbial jig" is about up! When all the vaxed actually 

topple over dead, the surviving un-vaxed millions will almost certainly, if not before, rise up and arrest those 

making and pushing the juice and set up another Nuremburg trial hanging the guilty. We may yet see Ole 

Fauci, Billy Gates and his pals swing! Too bad ole Johann (hang en high) Reichhart (the WW II Nazi executioner 

employed by the Allies to hang the real Nazis) isn't around anymore. Never fear, we'll find someone... 

 Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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 December 18, 2021 

Tea Party Joins 
Hasting 
Christmas 
Parade 

TCCR Staff Photos 

On December 11, 2021, a Christmas 

Parade was conducted down Main 

Street in the rural community of 

Hastings, Florida. The St. Augustine 

Tea Party (SATP) engaged the public by 

joining the parade with their 38 foot 

float, the Dartmouth. The Dartmouth 

is a replica of the ship from which the 

“Sons of Liberty” threw English tea 

into Boston Harbor in 1773. According 

to the SATP’s Town Crier, Lance Thate, the Boston Tea Party was one of the first major protests leading up to 

the Revolutionary War that officially started on April 19, 1775. The British attempt to seize arms in Lexington 

and Concord marked the opening, “Shots Heard around the World”. According to the Town Crier, many people 

believe we are currently engaged in a ‘Cultural War’ that will soon lead, in all likelihood, to a ‘Hot War’. 

According to Tucker Carlson, Biden is the worst person to occupy the White House since President Buchanan. 

Buchanan was the President prior to the beginning of the “War between the States”, better known in these 

parts as the “War of Northern Aggression”. 

A week prior to the Hastings’s Christmas Parade, the SATP and their Dartmouth engaged the public in the St. 

Augustine Christmas Parade. Participants comparing the Hastings’s Parade and the St. Augustine Parade, made 

note that the Hastings Parade was more cheerful with more of the Christmas spirit than the event one week 

prior. The exchange of “Merry Christmas” prevailed along the entire parade route. This was not true of the St. 

Augustine event. Participants report that they were warmly received. This was true even though Hastings has 

an extensive black community. The propagandist media has apparently failed to spread their racist message in 

Hastings, Florida.  
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On board the Dartmouth, was a cheerful and enthusiastic crew. Among those on board were two grassroots 

candidates running for local public office. One was Johnny Counts, running for district 2 St. Johns County 

Commissioner. He was on home ground in Hastings, as it is part of district 2. Also on board was Douglas Russo, 

who is running for St. Johns County School Board. 

TCCR Staff Photos 

  

 

“Comparing the current period to the time leading up to the 1775 start of the 

American Revolution, we are long past the event known as the Boston Tea 

Party. It is now equivalent to 1775 and we are on the verge of the second 

American Revolution. Obama once said that elections have consequences. 

Stolen elections have dire consequences,” Tea Party participants declared.                                                                                     
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  December 31, 2021                 

 St. Augustine Tea Party to 

Participate in January 6 Vigil 

FB Image 

Join Patriots across the Country in supporting the political prisoners 

being held in our occupied Capital, Washington DC. 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up for 
individual Liberty. 
Come join us we are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve the Liberty. We are blessed to see 
the awakening of America.     

 Lance L. Thate,    

Town Crier Committee Chairman 
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report  
lancethate@Gmail.com  
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The Goal of Socialism is 

Communism 

 

 

 

 

With the posting of this issue of the Town Crier Committee Report, we 

mark the Fifth Anniversary of this publication. Pictured right, are the 

first members of the Town Crier Committee. The signs shown below 

are the first politically incorrect signs which the Town Criers carried. 

These signs are pretty mild compared to future signs. “The typical Tea 

Party signage was discouraged by our Republican leadership at the 

time. So we got rid of the GOP leadership. The Republican’s reluctance 

to pay attention to the public’s opinion was as prevalent in 2011, as it 

is today,” our Town Criers recalled. The first words ever published, 

were as follows:  

“We welcome you to this first issue of the Town Crier Committee 

Report. In this publication we will strive to keep you informed of the 

activities of the Committee and to make you aware of ways in which 

you can participate. Members of our Committee have for some time 

now been engaging the public on the streets of St Augustine, FL. 

We dress in period clothes and walk the streets while boldly 

presenting full size Gadsden Flags. The sight of Revolutionary period 

clothing and the bright yellow flags give us the opportunity to 

promote the Tea Party, to educate the  public on the values of the Tea 

Party and the lessons that can be learned   from The Declaration of 

Independence and the Constitution of the United States, which we 

pass out as we move among the people. It is this one to one                     

Photos by TCC Staff October 2011   public contact with the people which 

inspire Committee members to continue their efforts. We are blessed 

to see the awaking of America first hand.” 

These words could have been written yesterday. But in fact, they were 

written in October 2011. Over the last five years, the public has indeed 

made great strides in understanding the dangers we face from 

domestic Totalitarian forces. The Town Criers popularity with the 

DEFEND 

LIBERTY 
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO: 

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party  

PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL 

32085 

    Donations are not currently deductable. 

 

       Donations 

are not currently deductable. 
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